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At the gaming facility level, approximately 49 percent of 
Indian gaming facilities experienced growth in gaming 
revenue in 2010, while 51 percent experienced declines.  
In the extremes, about 5 percent grew 50 percent or more, 
while nearly 13 percent declined 10 percent or more. 

Gaming revenue also continued to be highly concentrated 
among a small percentage of Indian gaming facilities.  In 
2010, the top 5 percent of all Indian gaming facilities, 
which each generated $250 million or more, accounted for 
approximately 38 percent of total gaming revenue at all 
Indian gaming facilities.  And while the top 30 percent of 
gaming facilities, which each generated $50 million or 
more, accounted for about 85 percent of nationwide 
gaming revenue, the bottom 35 percent of gaming 
facilities, which each generated $10 million or less, 
accounted for only 2 percent of nationwide gaming 
revenue. 

With its success, Indian gaming has had a transformational 
impact on many Native American tribes.  It has enabled 
gaming tribes to: 

 Fund government operations; 

 Support a variety of social and economic programs 
and services, such as health care, housing, utilities, 
safety, transportation, education, vocational training, 
elderly care, and environmental and natural resource 
services; 

 Fund economic development efforts; and 

 Finance the development of other tribal enterprises. 

In addition to having a positive impact on Native 
American tribes, as well as on the gaming industry, Indian 
gaming continues to make significant contributions to the 
U.S. economy.  Indian gaming facilities, including their 
non-gaming operations, directly generated approximately 
$28.6 billion in output and supported about 306,000 jobs 
and $12.6 billion in wages in calendar year 2010.  Indian 
gaming also led to output, jobs, and wages outside of 
Indian gaming facilities and tribal reservations.  
Furthermore, all of this economic activity led to tax 
revenue and other direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments, and assistance to charitable 
organizations.  In 2010, it is estimated that Indian gaming 
directly and indirectly led to approximately: 

 $86.0 billion in output; 

 706,000 jobs; 

 $29.2 billion in wages; 

 $12.4 billion in federal, state, and local tax revenue; 
and 

 $1.5 billion in direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments. 

In light of Indian gaming’s turnaround in 2010 and 
anecdotal evidence from 2011, the short-term to mid-term 
future outlook for Indian gaming looks promising.  Even 
with only a slow recovery, 2010 was certainly something 
positive to build on.  The economy will improve over 
time, bringing back consumer confidence, disposable 
income, spending on casino gambling, and financing for 
future casino developments – however, maybe not all to 
their pre-recession levels.  There is likely to be more 
caution in moving forward with and investing in future 
developments. 

As in 2010, varying circumstances will exist.  And thus 
performance will likely vary widely across Indian gaming 
facilities, tribes, and states. 

There are several potential sources of future Indian 
gaming growth once the economy recovers: 

1) States where tribes were previously restricted in terms 
of gaming supply but are now able to expand; 

2) Conversions from Class II to Class III gaming; 

3) Continued success with Class II gaming, as long as 
regulations do not become significantly more 
restrictive; 

4) Growth in smaller, less mature Indian gaming states; 

5) Growth in states that have limited competition 
and/or unmet demand; and 

6) The abundance of new gaming facilities under 
construction, existing facilities being expanded, and 
new casinos being proposed and planned. 

While the mid-term outlook for Indian gaming is positive, 
the long-term outlook for Indian gaming is uncertain.  
Any number of things could negatively impact Indian 
gaming.  These potential threats include both non-market 
and market factors.  Potential non-market factors include 
legal challenges, legislation, and regulations that restrict 
Indian gaming and limit its expansion. 

Potential market factors include: 

 The maturation of gaming markets; and 

 Increasing competition.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the wake of the Great Recession, Indian gaming, like 
much of the U.S. economy, showed signs of recovery in 
2010.  With gross domestic product (GDP) and personal 
disposable income on the rise and employment decreasing 
at a slower rate both nationwide and in every state, Indian 
gaming was able to turn things around in calendar year 
2010 after coming off of its first-ever decline in calendar 
year 2009 (-1 percent) and four straight years of slower 
growth (i.e., lower growth rates).  On a nationwide basis, 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities increased a little 
over 1 percent.  This compared to improved, but inferior 
performance by the commercial casinos segment, which 
declined 0.1 percent, and the card room segment, which 
declined about 2 percent.  However, the racino segment 
continued to outperform Indian gaming with growth of 
approximately 5 percent. 

Amidst its relative performance, Indian gaming continued 
to be a significant segment of the gaming industry.  In 
2010, Indian gaming generated approximately 44 percent 
of all U.S. casino gaming revenue (i.e., gaming revenue 
generated at Indian gaming facilities, commercial casinos, 
and racinos).  This was only a slightly smaller share than 
the commercial casinos segment, which led the way with 
approximately 45 percent of casino gaming revenue.  
However, Indian gaming continued to gain ground and is 
poised to overtake the commercial casino segment in the 
near future. 

Despite the turnaround in its performance in 2010, Indian 
gaming’s relatively slow growth was still a part of the larger 
overall slowdown in the growth of Indian gaming starting 
in 2005.  Furthermore, the 2010 growth rate was 
significantly below its pre-recession growth rates – 
approximately 15 percent from 2002 through 2005, 10 
percent in 2006, and 4 percent in 2007 (although the 2007 
growth rate may have been negatively impacted in part by 
the beginning of the recession).  Lower consumer 
confidence and higher unemployment relative to their pre-
recession levels continued to result in decreased spending 
at gaming facilities.  Meanwhile, restricted lending and 
more costly financing resulted in fewer casino 
developments (e.g., introductions of new facilities, and 
major expansions and renovations of existing facilities) as 
compared to previous years. 

While the slower growth in 2008, 2009, and 2010 can be 
attributed in large part to the general slowdown in the U.S. 
economy, it cannot explain the slowdown in Indian 
gaming preceding the beginning of the recession at the 
end of 2007.  In part, this pre-recession slowdown was the 

result of public policies that restricted the supply of Indian 
gaming.  These public policies have included proposed 
and enacted legislation and regulations, as well as judicial 
decisions and tribal-state gaming compacts. 

While Indian gaming grew slightly on a nationwide basis 
in 2010, the performance of Indian gaming varied widely 
across states and gaming facilities.  At the state level, 
gaming revenue growth varied from +61 percent in 
Alabama to -7 percent in North Carolina, with a strong 
majority of the states (19 of 28) experiencing growth over 
2009.  The fastest growing states after Alabama were 
Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, Washington, Michigan, 
Mississippi, and New York.  Florida and Oklahoma also 
experienced growth in 2010 (approximately 1 percent and 
4 percent, respectively), but much less than in previous 
years.  The fastest declining states after North Carolina 
were Idaho, Iowa, Connecticut, and California. 

Indian gaming continues to be very fragmented.  The 
$26.7 billion in gaming revenue and $3.2 billion in non-
gaming revenue in 2010 were generated by 239 Native 
American tribes operating 448 gaming facilities in 28 
states.  However, gaming revenue was highly concentrated 
within certain states.  In 2010, the largest state in terms of 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities continued to be 
California, with $6.8 billion.  It alone accounted for just 
over 25 percent of gaming revenue at Indian gaming 
facilities nationwide.  The top two states, California and 
Oklahoma, generated a combined 38 percent of gaming 
revenue.  Meanwhile, the top five states, which added 
Connecticut, Florida, and Washington to California and 
Oklahoma, accounted for approximately 61 percent of 
gaming revenue.  The level of concentration for the top 
ten states, which added Arizona, Minnesota, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and New York to the top five states, was 86 
percent of gaming revenue. 

The states that made the largest positive contributions to 
nationwide gaming revenue growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states with healthy growth rates (from high 
to low):  Washington, Oklahoma, Michigan, and New 
York.  One relatively smaller state, Alabama, also made a 
significant contribution toward the overall nationwide 
growth of Indian gaming with its strong growth.  The 
states that made the largest negative contributions to 
nationwide Indian gaming growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states that experienced declines (from low 
to high):  California, Connecticut, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Indian gaming experienced strong growth on a 
nationwide basis in calendar year 2015, more than 
doubling that in 2014 and surpassing its pre-
recession growth rate for the first time.  The 
5.5% growth of gaming revenue in 2015 
compared to growth of 2% in 2014 and 4% in 
2007.  This was the sixth straight year of growth 
following the Great Recession, leading to a new 
all-time high of $30.5 billion in gaming revenue in 
2015. 

Non-gaming amenities continued to expand at 
many Indian gaming facilities.  In 2015, non-
gaming revenue grew approximately 4.5% to an 
all-time high of $3.9 billion.  Altogether, the $34.4 
billion in gaming and non-gaming revenues were 
generated by 242 tribes operating nearly 357,000 
gaming machines and 7,700 table games in 494 
gaming facilities in 28 states.   

Notably, Indian gaming’s growth outpaced that 
of the economy.  While U.S. gross domestic 
product (GDP) grew 2.5% in 2015, slightly faster 
than the 2.2% in 2014, U.S. per capita disposable 
personal income (DPI) grew 3.1% in 2015, 
slightly slower than the 4.2% in 2014.  Also, gross 
state product (GSP) and state-level per capita 
disposable personal income (DPI) increased in 47 
of 50 states in 2015.  However, 2015 growth was 
only faster in 27 states for GSP and nine states 
for DPI. 

Indian gaming also outperformed other casino 
gaming segments to become the largest industry 
segment.  The traditional commercial casino 
segment grew 1.6% to $29.8 billion and the 
racetrack casino (“racino”) segment grew 4.2% to 
$8.5 billion.  Indian gaming now represents 
44.3% of the nationwide casino gaming market, 
compared to 43.3% for the commercial casino 
segment and 12.4% for the racino segment.  The 
only segment to outgrow Indian gaming in 2015 
was card rooms (18%). 

There was a wide disparity in the performance of 
Indian gaming across gaming facilities, tribes, and 
states, varying from approximately +16% in 

Texas to -14% in Wyoming.  Nonetheless, Indian 
gaming grew in the vast majority of states in 
which it existed (24 of 28).  The top 10 fastest 
growing Indian gaming states were (high to low):  
Texas, Alabama, North Carolina, South Dakota, 
Florida, California, Idaho, Oklahoma, Montana, 
and Mississippi.  The only other declining states 
besides Wyoming were (high to low):  Nevada, 
Connecticut, and New York. 

In 2015, the largest Indian gaming state in terms 
of gaming revenue continued to be California, 
nearly double the size of the next largest state, 
Oklahoma.  California alone accounted for about 
26% of total nationwide gaming revenue for 
Indian gaming.  It was by far the leading driver of 
overall nationwide gaming revenue growth in 
2015 given its sheer size and significant growth.  
The 8% growth rate was back to pre-recession 
levels and nearly 75% faster growth than in 2014.  
This growth also pushed California Indian 
gaming to a new all-time high of $7.9 billion in 
gaming revenue. 

Gaming revenue continued to be highly 
concentrated among the largest Indian gaming 
states.  The top two states, California and 
Oklahoma, generated a combined 40% of gaming 
revenue.  Adding Florida, Washington, and 
Arizona puts the top five states at approximately 
63% of total gaming revenue.  The top 10 states, 
which included Connecticut, Minnesota, 
Michigan, Wisconsin, and New York, generated 
85% of total gaming revenue.  That leaves 18 
other states combining to equal only 15% of total 
nationwide Indian gaming revenue. 

Gaming revenue also continued to be highly 
concentrated among a small number of very large 
Indian gaming facilities.  In 2015, the top 7% of 
all Indian gaming facilities, which each generated 
$250 million or more, accounted for 45% of total 
gaming revenue nationwide.  Broadening the view 
a little, the top 28% of gaming facilities, which 
each generated $50 million or more, accounted 
for 84% of gaming revenue.  On the other side of 
the spectrum, the smallest 37% of gaming 
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At the gaming facility level, approximately 49 percent of 
Indian gaming facilities experienced growth in gaming 
revenue in 2010, while 51 percent experienced declines.  
In the extremes, about 5 percent grew 50 percent or more, 
while nearly 13 percent declined 10 percent or more. 

Gaming revenue also continued to be highly concentrated 
among a small percentage of Indian gaming facilities.  In 
2010, the top 5 percent of all Indian gaming facilities, 
which each generated $250 million or more, accounted for 
approximately 38 percent of total gaming revenue at all 
Indian gaming facilities.  And while the top 30 percent of 
gaming facilities, which each generated $50 million or 
more, accounted for about 85 percent of nationwide 
gaming revenue, the bottom 35 percent of gaming 
facilities, which each generated $10 million or less, 
accounted for only 2 percent of nationwide gaming 
revenue. 

With its success, Indian gaming has had a transformational 
impact on many Native American tribes.  It has enabled 
gaming tribes to: 

 Fund government operations; 

 Support a variety of social and economic programs 
and services, such as health care, housing, utilities, 
safety, transportation, education, vocational training, 
elderly care, and environmental and natural resource 
services; 

 Fund economic development efforts; and 

 Finance the development of other tribal enterprises. 

In addition to having a positive impact on Native 
American tribes, as well as on the gaming industry, Indian 
gaming continues to make significant contributions to the 
U.S. economy.  Indian gaming facilities, including their 
non-gaming operations, directly generated approximately 
$28.6 billion in output and supported about 306,000 jobs 
and $12.6 billion in wages in calendar year 2010.  Indian 
gaming also led to output, jobs, and wages outside of 
Indian gaming facilities and tribal reservations.  
Furthermore, all of this economic activity led to tax 
revenue and other direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments, and assistance to charitable 
organizations.  In 2010, it is estimated that Indian gaming 
directly and indirectly led to approximately: 

 $86.0 billion in output; 

 706,000 jobs; 

 $29.2 billion in wages; 

 $12.4 billion in federal, state, and local tax revenue; 
and 

 $1.5 billion in direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments. 

In light of Indian gaming’s turnaround in 2010 and 
anecdotal evidence from 2011, the short-term to mid-term 
future outlook for Indian gaming looks promising.  Even 
with only a slow recovery, 2010 was certainly something 
positive to build on.  The economy will improve over 
time, bringing back consumer confidence, disposable 
income, spending on casino gambling, and financing for 
future casino developments – however, maybe not all to 
their pre-recession levels.  There is likely to be more 
caution in moving forward with and investing in future 
developments. 

As in 2010, varying circumstances will exist.  And thus 
performance will likely vary widely across Indian gaming 
facilities, tribes, and states. 

There are several potential sources of future Indian 
gaming growth once the economy recovers: 

1) States where tribes were previously restricted in terms 
of gaming supply but are now able to expand; 

2) Conversions from Class II to Class III gaming; 

3) Continued success with Class II gaming, as long as 
regulations do not become significantly more 
restrictive; 

4) Growth in smaller, less mature Indian gaming states; 

5) Growth in states that have limited competition 
and/or unmet demand; and 

6) The abundance of new gaming facilities under 
construction, existing facilities being expanded, and 
new casinos being proposed and planned. 

While the mid-term outlook for Indian gaming is positive, 
the long-term outlook for Indian gaming is uncertain.  
Any number of things could negatively impact Indian 
gaming.  These potential threats include both non-market 
and market factors.  Potential non-market factors include 
legal challenges, legislation, and regulations that restrict 
Indian gaming and limit its expansion. 

Potential market factors include: 

 The maturation of gaming markets; and 

 Increasing competition.
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facilities, which each generated $10 million or 
less, only accounted for 2% of gaming revenue. 

There was also a wide disparity in performance 
across classes of Indian gaming in 2015.  The 24 
Indian gaming states with at least some Class III 
gaming (i.e., Las Vegas style gaming) generated 
98% of total gaming revenue for Indian gaming, 
while the four states with only Class II gaming 
generated 2%.  Nonetheless, Class II only Indian 
gaming states in the aggregate grew at more than 
double the rate of states with at least some Class 
III gaming.  Gaming revenue in Class II only 
states grew nearly 12% in 2015, compared to 
approximately 5% in states with at least some 
Class III gaming. 

Indian gaming had a significant economic and 
fiscal impact in 2015.  First and foremost, Indian 
gaming continued to serve as a means of 
promoting tribal economic development, self-
sufficiency, and strong tribal governments.  Per 
federal law, gaming profits were used to: 

 Fund tribal government operations; 
 Develop tribal infrastructure; 
 Support tribal programs and services; and 
 Finance economic development efforts. 

In addition to having a positive impact on Native 
American tribes and their members, Indian 
gaming facilities continued to make substantial 
economic and fiscal impacts on their surrounding 
communities and the economy.  Indian gaming 
facilities, including their non-gaming operations, 
directly generated economic activity, provided 
jobs and wages, assisted charities, and made direct 
payments to federal, state, and local governments 
(i.e., revenue sharing).  Indian gaming also led to 
secondary impacts including and resulting from 
the iteration of purchases of goods and services 
by Indian gaming facilities, tribal governments, 
other governments that received revenue sharing 
payments from tribes, casino vendors and other 
businesses down the supply chain, and employees 
at all of these entities. 

In 2015, the total contribution of Indian gaming 
to the U.S. economy, including both direct and 
secondary impacts, totaled approximately: 

 $103.0 billion in output (i.e., value of sales); 
 770,000 jobs; 
 $35.5 billion in wages; and 
 $12.3 billion in fiscal impact, including: 

 $1.8 billion in direct payments to federal, 
state, and local governments; and 

 $10.5 billion in federal, state, and local 
taxes. 

Looking forward, there are a number of potential 
opportunities for the future growth of Indian 
gaming.  Despite the positive growth of the 
economy following the Great Recession, the 
economy has still been somewhat sluggish.  As 
the economy continues to improve, it will likely 
lead to improved growth of Indian gaming.  As in 
previous years, performance will likely vary widely 
across Indian gaming facilities, tribes, and states.  
There are several potential sources of future 
Indian gaming growth: 

1) States that have limited competition and/or 
unmet demand; 

2) States where tribes were previously restricted 
in terms of gaming supply but are able to 
expand when there is sufficient demand; 

3) Smaller, less mature Indian gaming markets; 
4) Continued development and implementation 

of high-performing Class II gaming machines; 
5) Conversions of Class II to Class III gaming; 
6) Growth from the replacement, expansion, 

and remodeling of existing gaming facilities; 
7) Growth from new Indian gaming facilities, 

including those requiring land to be taken 
into trust by the federal government; and 

8) The enactment of public policies favorable to 
the development of Indian gaming. 

However, given the mix of legal, regulatory, 
political, and economic challenges facing Indian 
gaming, there is uncertainty regarding its longer-
term future.  Key economic challenges include: 

 Increasing competition; 
 Maturation of gaming markets; 
 Game and technology development (e.g., 

Internet, mobile, and skill games); 
 The next generations of gamers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the wake of the Great Recession, Indian gaming, like 
much of the U.S. economy, showed signs of recovery in 
2010.  With gross domestic product (GDP) and personal 
disposable income on the rise and employment decreasing 
at a slower rate both nationwide and in every state, Indian 
gaming was able to turn things around in calendar year 
2010 after coming off of its first-ever decline in calendar 
year 2009 (-1 percent) and four straight years of slower 
growth (i.e., lower growth rates).  On a nationwide basis, 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities increased a little 
over 1 percent.  This compared to improved, but inferior 
performance by the commercial casinos segment, which 
declined 0.1 percent, and the card room segment, which 
declined about 2 percent.  However, the racino segment 
continued to outperform Indian gaming with growth of 
approximately 5 percent. 

Amidst its relative performance, Indian gaming continued 
to be a significant segment of the gaming industry.  In 
2010, Indian gaming generated approximately 44 percent 
of all U.S. casino gaming revenue (i.e., gaming revenue 
generated at Indian gaming facilities, commercial casinos, 
and racinos).  This was only a slightly smaller share than 
the commercial casinos segment, which led the way with 
approximately 45 percent of casino gaming revenue.  
However, Indian gaming continued to gain ground and is 
poised to overtake the commercial casino segment in the 
near future. 

Despite the turnaround in its performance in 2010, Indian 
gaming’s relatively slow growth was still a part of the larger 
overall slowdown in the growth of Indian gaming starting 
in 2005.  Furthermore, the 2010 growth rate was 
significantly below its pre-recession growth rates – 
approximately 15 percent from 2002 through 2005, 10 
percent in 2006, and 4 percent in 2007 (although the 2007 
growth rate may have been negatively impacted in part by 
the beginning of the recession).  Lower consumer 
confidence and higher unemployment relative to their pre-
recession levels continued to result in decreased spending 
at gaming facilities.  Meanwhile, restricted lending and 
more costly financing resulted in fewer casino 
developments (e.g., introductions of new facilities, and 
major expansions and renovations of existing facilities) as 
compared to previous years. 

While the slower growth in 2008, 2009, and 2010 can be 
attributed in large part to the general slowdown in the U.S. 
economy, it cannot explain the slowdown in Indian 
gaming preceding the beginning of the recession at the 
end of 2007.  In part, this pre-recession slowdown was the 

result of public policies that restricted the supply of Indian 
gaming.  These public policies have included proposed 
and enacted legislation and regulations, as well as judicial 
decisions and tribal-state gaming compacts. 

While Indian gaming grew slightly on a nationwide basis 
in 2010, the performance of Indian gaming varied widely 
across states and gaming facilities.  At the state level, 
gaming revenue growth varied from +61 percent in 
Alabama to -7 percent in North Carolina, with a strong 
majority of the states (19 of 28) experiencing growth over 
2009.  The fastest growing states after Alabama were 
Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, Washington, Michigan, 
Mississippi, and New York.  Florida and Oklahoma also 
experienced growth in 2010 (approximately 1 percent and 
4 percent, respectively), but much less than in previous 
years.  The fastest declining states after North Carolina 
were Idaho, Iowa, Connecticut, and California. 

Indian gaming continues to be very fragmented.  The 
$26.7 billion in gaming revenue and $3.2 billion in non-
gaming revenue in 2010 were generated by 239 Native 
American tribes operating 448 gaming facilities in 28 
states.  However, gaming revenue was highly concentrated 
within certain states.  In 2010, the largest state in terms of 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities continued to be 
California, with $6.8 billion.  It alone accounted for just 
over 25 percent of gaming revenue at Indian gaming 
facilities nationwide.  The top two states, California and 
Oklahoma, generated a combined 38 percent of gaming 
revenue.  Meanwhile, the top five states, which added 
Connecticut, Florida, and Washington to California and 
Oklahoma, accounted for approximately 61 percent of 
gaming revenue.  The level of concentration for the top 
ten states, which added Arizona, Minnesota, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and New York to the top five states, was 86 
percent of gaming revenue. 

The states that made the largest positive contributions to 
nationwide gaming revenue growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states with healthy growth rates (from high 
to low):  Washington, Oklahoma, Michigan, and New 
York.  One relatively smaller state, Alabama, also made a 
significant contribution toward the overall nationwide 
growth of Indian gaming with its strong growth.  The 
states that made the largest negative contributions to 
nationwide Indian gaming growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states that experienced declines (from low 
to high):  California, Connecticut, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota. 
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Growth of  Gaming Revenue at Indian Gaming Facilities, 2005-2015 

Performance of  the U.S. Economy, 2015 vs. 2014

Performance of  State Economies, 2015

States with

Gross
State

Product

Disposable 
Personal 
Income

Growth in 2015 47 47
Decline in 2015 3 3
All 50 50
Faster Growth in 2015 than 2014 27 9
Slower Growth in 2015 than 2014 23 41
All 50 50

Table 28. Performance of State Economies, 2015

Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (2016a and 2016b).
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At the gaming facility level, approximately 49 percent of 
Indian gaming facilities experienced growth in gaming 
revenue in 2010, while 51 percent experienced declines.  
In the extremes, about 5 percent grew 50 percent or more, 
while nearly 13 percent declined 10 percent or more. 

Gaming revenue also continued to be highly concentrated 
among a small percentage of Indian gaming facilities.  In 
2010, the top 5 percent of all Indian gaming facilities, 
which each generated $250 million or more, accounted for 
approximately 38 percent of total gaming revenue at all 
Indian gaming facilities.  And while the top 30 percent of 
gaming facilities, which each generated $50 million or 
more, accounted for about 85 percent of nationwide 
gaming revenue, the bottom 35 percent of gaming 
facilities, which each generated $10 million or less, 
accounted for only 2 percent of nationwide gaming 
revenue. 

With its success, Indian gaming has had a transformational 
impact on many Native American tribes.  It has enabled 
gaming tribes to: 

 Fund government operations; 

 Support a variety of social and economic programs 
and services, such as health care, housing, utilities, 
safety, transportation, education, vocational training, 
elderly care, and environmental and natural resource 
services; 

 Fund economic development efforts; and 

 Finance the development of other tribal enterprises. 

In addition to having a positive impact on Native 
American tribes, as well as on the gaming industry, Indian 
gaming continues to make significant contributions to the 
U.S. economy.  Indian gaming facilities, including their 
non-gaming operations, directly generated approximately 
$28.6 billion in output and supported about 306,000 jobs 
and $12.6 billion in wages in calendar year 2010.  Indian 
gaming also led to output, jobs, and wages outside of 
Indian gaming facilities and tribal reservations.  
Furthermore, all of this economic activity led to tax 
revenue and other direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments, and assistance to charitable 
organizations.  In 2010, it is estimated that Indian gaming 
directly and indirectly led to approximately: 

 $86.0 billion in output; 

 706,000 jobs; 

 $29.2 billion in wages; 

 $12.4 billion in federal, state, and local tax revenue; 
and 

 $1.5 billion in direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments. 

In light of Indian gaming’s turnaround in 2010 and 
anecdotal evidence from 2011, the short-term to mid-term 
future outlook for Indian gaming looks promising.  Even 
with only a slow recovery, 2010 was certainly something 
positive to build on.  The economy will improve over 
time, bringing back consumer confidence, disposable 
income, spending on casino gambling, and financing for 
future casino developments – however, maybe not all to 
their pre-recession levels.  There is likely to be more 
caution in moving forward with and investing in future 
developments. 

As in 2010, varying circumstances will exist.  And thus 
performance will likely vary widely across Indian gaming 
facilities, tribes, and states. 

There are several potential sources of future Indian 
gaming growth once the economy recovers: 

1) States where tribes were previously restricted in terms 
of gaming supply but are now able to expand; 

2) Conversions from Class II to Class III gaming; 

3) Continued success with Class II gaming, as long as 
regulations do not become significantly more 
restrictive; 

4) Growth in smaller, less mature Indian gaming states; 

5) Growth in states that have limited competition 
and/or unmet demand; and 

6) The abundance of new gaming facilities under 
construction, existing facilities being expanded, and 
new casinos being proposed and planned. 

While the mid-term outlook for Indian gaming is positive, 
the long-term outlook for Indian gaming is uncertain.  
Any number of things could negatively impact Indian 
gaming.  These potential threats include both non-market 
and market factors.  Potential non-market factors include 
legal challenges, legislation, and regulations that restrict 
Indian gaming and limit its expansion. 

Potential market factors include: 

 The maturation of gaming markets; and 

 Increasing competition.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the wake of the Great Recession, Indian gaming, like 
much of the U.S. economy, showed signs of recovery in 
2010.  With gross domestic product (GDP) and personal 
disposable income on the rise and employment decreasing 
at a slower rate both nationwide and in every state, Indian 
gaming was able to turn things around in calendar year 
2010 after coming off of its first-ever decline in calendar 
year 2009 (-1 percent) and four straight years of slower 
growth (i.e., lower growth rates).  On a nationwide basis, 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities increased a little 
over 1 percent.  This compared to improved, but inferior 
performance by the commercial casinos segment, which 
declined 0.1 percent, and the card room segment, which 
declined about 2 percent.  However, the racino segment 
continued to outperform Indian gaming with growth of 
approximately 5 percent. 

Amidst its relative performance, Indian gaming continued 
to be a significant segment of the gaming industry.  In 
2010, Indian gaming generated approximately 44 percent 
of all U.S. casino gaming revenue (i.e., gaming revenue 
generated at Indian gaming facilities, commercial casinos, 
and racinos).  This was only a slightly smaller share than 
the commercial casinos segment, which led the way with 
approximately 45 percent of casino gaming revenue.  
However, Indian gaming continued to gain ground and is 
poised to overtake the commercial casino segment in the 
near future. 

Despite the turnaround in its performance in 2010, Indian 
gaming’s relatively slow growth was still a part of the larger 
overall slowdown in the growth of Indian gaming starting 
in 2005.  Furthermore, the 2010 growth rate was 
significantly below its pre-recession growth rates – 
approximately 15 percent from 2002 through 2005, 10 
percent in 2006, and 4 percent in 2007 (although the 2007 
growth rate may have been negatively impacted in part by 
the beginning of the recession).  Lower consumer 
confidence and higher unemployment relative to their pre-
recession levels continued to result in decreased spending 
at gaming facilities.  Meanwhile, restricted lending and 
more costly financing resulted in fewer casino 
developments (e.g., introductions of new facilities, and 
major expansions and renovations of existing facilities) as 
compared to previous years. 

While the slower growth in 2008, 2009, and 2010 can be 
attributed in large part to the general slowdown in the U.S. 
economy, it cannot explain the slowdown in Indian 
gaming preceding the beginning of the recession at the 
end of 2007.  In part, this pre-recession slowdown was the 

result of public policies that restricted the supply of Indian 
gaming.  These public policies have included proposed 
and enacted legislation and regulations, as well as judicial 
decisions and tribal-state gaming compacts. 

While Indian gaming grew slightly on a nationwide basis 
in 2010, the performance of Indian gaming varied widely 
across states and gaming facilities.  At the state level, 
gaming revenue growth varied from +61 percent in 
Alabama to -7 percent in North Carolina, with a strong 
majority of the states (19 of 28) experiencing growth over 
2009.  The fastest growing states after Alabama were 
Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, Washington, Michigan, 
Mississippi, and New York.  Florida and Oklahoma also 
experienced growth in 2010 (approximately 1 percent and 
4 percent, respectively), but much less than in previous 
years.  The fastest declining states after North Carolina 
were Idaho, Iowa, Connecticut, and California. 

Indian gaming continues to be very fragmented.  The 
$26.7 billion in gaming revenue and $3.2 billion in non-
gaming revenue in 2010 were generated by 239 Native 
American tribes operating 448 gaming facilities in 28 
states.  However, gaming revenue was highly concentrated 
within certain states.  In 2010, the largest state in terms of 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities continued to be 
California, with $6.8 billion.  It alone accounted for just 
over 25 percent of gaming revenue at Indian gaming 
facilities nationwide.  The top two states, California and 
Oklahoma, generated a combined 38 percent of gaming 
revenue.  Meanwhile, the top five states, which added 
Connecticut, Florida, and Washington to California and 
Oklahoma, accounted for approximately 61 percent of 
gaming revenue.  The level of concentration for the top 
ten states, which added Arizona, Minnesota, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and New York to the top five states, was 86 
percent of gaming revenue. 

The states that made the largest positive contributions to 
nationwide gaming revenue growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states with healthy growth rates (from high 
to low):  Washington, Oklahoma, Michigan, and New 
York.  One relatively smaller state, Alabama, also made a 
significant contribution toward the overall nationwide 
growth of Indian gaming with its strong growth.  The 
states that made the largest negative contributions to 
nationwide Indian gaming growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states that experienced declines (from low 
to high):  California, Connecticut, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota. 
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At the gaming facility level, approximately 49 percent of 
Indian gaming facilities experienced growth in gaming 
revenue in 2010, while 51 percent experienced declines.  
In the extremes, about 5 percent grew 50 percent or more, 
while nearly 13 percent declined 10 percent or more. 

Gaming revenue also continued to be highly concentrated 
among a small percentage of Indian gaming facilities.  In 
2010, the top 5 percent of all Indian gaming facilities, 
which each generated $250 million or more, accounted for 
approximately 38 percent of total gaming revenue at all 
Indian gaming facilities.  And while the top 30 percent of 
gaming facilities, which each generated $50 million or 
more, accounted for about 85 percent of nationwide 
gaming revenue, the bottom 35 percent of gaming 
facilities, which each generated $10 million or less, 
accounted for only 2 percent of nationwide gaming 
revenue. 

With its success, Indian gaming has had a transformational 
impact on many Native American tribes.  It has enabled 
gaming tribes to: 

 Fund government operations; 

 Support a variety of social and economic programs 
and services, such as health care, housing, utilities, 
safety, transportation, education, vocational training, 
elderly care, and environmental and natural resource 
services; 

 Fund economic development efforts; and 

 Finance the development of other tribal enterprises. 

In addition to having a positive impact on Native 
American tribes, as well as on the gaming industry, Indian 
gaming continues to make significant contributions to the 
U.S. economy.  Indian gaming facilities, including their 
non-gaming operations, directly generated approximately 
$28.6 billion in output and supported about 306,000 jobs 
and $12.6 billion in wages in calendar year 2010.  Indian 
gaming also led to output, jobs, and wages outside of 
Indian gaming facilities and tribal reservations.  
Furthermore, all of this economic activity led to tax 
revenue and other direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments, and assistance to charitable 
organizations.  In 2010, it is estimated that Indian gaming 
directly and indirectly led to approximately: 

 $86.0 billion in output; 

 706,000 jobs; 

 $29.2 billion in wages; 

 $12.4 billion in federal, state, and local tax revenue; 
and 

 $1.5 billion in direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments. 

In light of Indian gaming’s turnaround in 2010 and 
anecdotal evidence from 2011, the short-term to mid-term 
future outlook for Indian gaming looks promising.  Even 
with only a slow recovery, 2010 was certainly something 
positive to build on.  The economy will improve over 
time, bringing back consumer confidence, disposable 
income, spending on casino gambling, and financing for 
future casino developments – however, maybe not all to 
their pre-recession levels.  There is likely to be more 
caution in moving forward with and investing in future 
developments. 

As in 2010, varying circumstances will exist.  And thus 
performance will likely vary widely across Indian gaming 
facilities, tribes, and states. 

There are several potential sources of future Indian 
gaming growth once the economy recovers: 

1) States where tribes were previously restricted in terms 
of gaming supply but are now able to expand; 

2) Conversions from Class II to Class III gaming; 

3) Continued success with Class II gaming, as long as 
regulations do not become significantly more 
restrictive; 

4) Growth in smaller, less mature Indian gaming states; 

5) Growth in states that have limited competition 
and/or unmet demand; and 

6) The abundance of new gaming facilities under 
construction, existing facilities being expanded, and 
new casinos being proposed and planned. 

While the mid-term outlook for Indian gaming is positive, 
the long-term outlook for Indian gaming is uncertain.  
Any number of things could negatively impact Indian 
gaming.  These potential threats include both non-market 
and market factors.  Potential non-market factors include 
legal challenges, legislation, and regulations that restrict 
Indian gaming and limit its expansion. 

Potential market factors include: 

 The maturation of gaming markets; and 

 Increasing competition.
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he has conducted economic analysis of issues that are central to the certification of a proposed class, 
including pass-through of alleged overcharges to end consumers in indirect purchaser cases.  In the 
class-certification stage of class action matters in general, Dr. Meister has conducted analysis of 
typicality, common impact, and the feasibility of assessing class-wide damages. 

Dr. Meister has significant experience developing and implementing statistical analyses and surveys.  He 
has conducted this work in wide range of contexts, including analyses of: liability and damages in 
litigation matters, public policy issues, consumer behavior, racial profiling, forensic testing, and skill 
versus chance games.  Prior to joining Nathan Associates, Dr. Meister was a teaching assistant for five 
years at the University of California, Irvine, where he assisted with teaching courses on probability, 
statistics, econometrics, and survey design.  In addition, he worked for a market research firm that 
implemented surveys for the motion picture industry. 

ABOUT NATHAN ASSOCIATES INC. 
As one of the oldest and most respected economic consulting firms in the United States, Nathan 
Associates has more than 70 years of experience applying economic principles to real world issues.  
When Robert Nathan founded it in 1946, he believed that economic principles and data could be used 
to objectively and reliably guide policies and operations in a way that would ultimately make a positive 
difference in people’s lives.  Now, grounded in the same principles and guided by the same core values, 
our employees are motivated by the belief that we can make a difference.  Our consulting staff has 
grown many times over, and we have expanded our services and geographical reach while remaining 
small enough to personally ensure the quality of our work. 

Nathan Associates has a reputation for objective, insightful, comprehensive, high-quality research and 
analysis.  Our work is grounded in sound economic and financial theory, guided by extensive industry 
knowledge, supported by relevant data and market research, and customized to the circumstances of 
each matter.  Despite the complexity of our work, we convey data, analyses, and results in 
straightforward, simplified terms so that they can be easily understood.  For these reasons, our experts 
are routinely called upon to analyze complex issues and assist clients in high-stakes and controversial 
matters, and their work is widely accepted and well respected by governments, regulators, courts, the 
media, and the public. 

Our experts have conducted research and analysis in a variety of contexts, including: 

 Litigation, arbitration, and mediation; 
 Regulatory proceedings; 
 Public policy matters;  
 Public and government relations;  
 Business planning and operations; and  
 Economic development. 

Nathan Associates brings significant industry experience and expertise to cases, projects, and studies.  
Our staff of expert witnesses, economists, accountants, and financial analysts has experience in a wide 
range of industries, including the gaming industry, especially Indian gaming. 

Gaming Industry 
Nathan Associates has extensive experience analyzing the gaming industry.  We have conducted 
economic and financial research and analysis to help gaming operators, suppliers, developers, investors, 
associations, governments, and regulatory agencies assess business and market opportunities and 
navigate economic, regulatory, legal, and legislative challenges.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the wake of the Great Recession, Indian gaming, like 
much of the U.S. economy, showed signs of recovery in 
2010.  With gross domestic product (GDP) and personal 
disposable income on the rise and employment decreasing 
at a slower rate both nationwide and in every state, Indian 
gaming was able to turn things around in calendar year 
2010 after coming off of its first-ever decline in calendar 
year 2009 (-1 percent) and four straight years of slower 
growth (i.e., lower growth rates).  On a nationwide basis, 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities increased a little 
over 1 percent.  This compared to improved, but inferior 
performance by the commercial casinos segment, which 
declined 0.1 percent, and the card room segment, which 
declined about 2 percent.  However, the racino segment 
continued to outperform Indian gaming with growth of 
approximately 5 percent. 

Amidst its relative performance, Indian gaming continued 
to be a significant segment of the gaming industry.  In 
2010, Indian gaming generated approximately 44 percent 
of all U.S. casino gaming revenue (i.e., gaming revenue 
generated at Indian gaming facilities, commercial casinos, 
and racinos).  This was only a slightly smaller share than 
the commercial casinos segment, which led the way with 
approximately 45 percent of casino gaming revenue.  
However, Indian gaming continued to gain ground and is 
poised to overtake the commercial casino segment in the 
near future. 

Despite the turnaround in its performance in 2010, Indian 
gaming’s relatively slow growth was still a part of the larger 
overall slowdown in the growth of Indian gaming starting 
in 2005.  Furthermore, the 2010 growth rate was 
significantly below its pre-recession growth rates – 
approximately 15 percent from 2002 through 2005, 10 
percent in 2006, and 4 percent in 2007 (although the 2007 
growth rate may have been negatively impacted in part by 
the beginning of the recession).  Lower consumer 
confidence and higher unemployment relative to their pre-
recession levels continued to result in decreased spending 
at gaming facilities.  Meanwhile, restricted lending and 
more costly financing resulted in fewer casino 
developments (e.g., introductions of new facilities, and 
major expansions and renovations of existing facilities) as 
compared to previous years. 

While the slower growth in 2008, 2009, and 2010 can be 
attributed in large part to the general slowdown in the U.S. 
economy, it cannot explain the slowdown in Indian 
gaming preceding the beginning of the recession at the 
end of 2007.  In part, this pre-recession slowdown was the 

result of public policies that restricted the supply of Indian 
gaming.  These public policies have included proposed 
and enacted legislation and regulations, as well as judicial 
decisions and tribal-state gaming compacts. 

While Indian gaming grew slightly on a nationwide basis 
in 2010, the performance of Indian gaming varied widely 
across states and gaming facilities.  At the state level, 
gaming revenue growth varied from +61 percent in 
Alabama to -7 percent in North Carolina, with a strong 
majority of the states (19 of 28) experiencing growth over 
2009.  The fastest growing states after Alabama were 
Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, Washington, Michigan, 
Mississippi, and New York.  Florida and Oklahoma also 
experienced growth in 2010 (approximately 1 percent and 
4 percent, respectively), but much less than in previous 
years.  The fastest declining states after North Carolina 
were Idaho, Iowa, Connecticut, and California. 

Indian gaming continues to be very fragmented.  The 
$26.7 billion in gaming revenue and $3.2 billion in non-
gaming revenue in 2010 were generated by 239 Native 
American tribes operating 448 gaming facilities in 28 
states.  However, gaming revenue was highly concentrated 
within certain states.  In 2010, the largest state in terms of 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities continued to be 
California, with $6.8 billion.  It alone accounted for just 
over 25 percent of gaming revenue at Indian gaming 
facilities nationwide.  The top two states, California and 
Oklahoma, generated a combined 38 percent of gaming 
revenue.  Meanwhile, the top five states, which added 
Connecticut, Florida, and Washington to California and 
Oklahoma, accounted for approximately 61 percent of 
gaming revenue.  The level of concentration for the top 
ten states, which added Arizona, Minnesota, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and New York to the top five states, was 86 
percent of gaming revenue. 

The states that made the largest positive contributions to 
nationwide gaming revenue growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states with healthy growth rates (from high 
to low):  Washington, Oklahoma, Michigan, and New 
York.  One relatively smaller state, Alabama, also made a 
significant contribution toward the overall nationwide 
growth of Indian gaming with its strong growth.  The 
states that made the largest negative contributions to 
nationwide Indian gaming growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states that experienced declines (from low 
to high):  California, Connecticut, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota. 
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Nathan Associates provides a variety of services to the gaming industry, including: 

 Market assessments;  
 Feasibility studies;  
 Gaming facility performance assessments;  
 Analysis of market entry and competition;  
 Public policy analysis;  
 Economic and fiscal impact studies to quantify the effects of existing and planned gaming 

facilities on competitors, surrounding communities, and the economy;  
 Evaluations of game performance;  
 Skill vs. chance game assessments;  
 Survey design, implementation, and data analysis;  
 Expert research and analysis in litigation matters, including cases involving claims of alleged 

breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of good faith and fair dealing, 
anticompetitive conduct, unfair competition, and tortious interference with current and 
prospective business; and  

 Analysis of competition, market power, and harm to competition in antitrust litigation matters. 

Our experts have conducted research and analysis of all segments of the gaming industry: 

 Indian gaming;  
 Commercial casinos;  
 Racetrack casinos;  
 Lotteries;  
 Pari-mutuel wagering;  
 Charitable gaming;  
 Card rooms;  
 Convenience gambling; and  
 Internet gaming. 

We have studied the gaming industry at national, state, regional, and local levels and in all 48 states in 
which it exists.  We have analyzed the introduction of planned gaming facilities, as well as the 
development and operation of existing gaming facilities.  This includes the integration and development 
of non-gaming amenities at gaming facilities.  Our experience and expertise transcend the U.S. gaming 
market, as we also research and analyze international gaming. 

In addition to consulting, our experts regularly conduct independent scholarly research and analysis of 
the gaming industry, publishing articles and studies, and presenting at academic, professional, and 
industry conferences.  Our consulting and scholarly research and analyses have been relied on by the 
gaming industry, tribal and non-tribal governments, the investment community, academics, and other 
gaming consultants. 

Our experts’ work is regularly cited in trade publications such as Casino Journal, Global Gaming Business, 
Casino Enterprise Management, and Indian Gaming; law and economics publications including Gaming Law 
Review and Economics, Gaming Research & Review Journal, and American Gaming Lawyer; and general media 
including The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post, Financial 
Times, The Economist, Bloomberg, Reuters, National Public Radio, Indian Country Today, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 
CNN, MSNBC, CNBC, Fox News, ABC News, and Forbes. 
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Indian Gaming 
Nathan Associates conducts research and analysis to assess the economic and fiscal impacts of Indian 
gaming on tribes, competitors, surrounding communities, and the economy.  We also evaluate the 
impacts of outside forces — such as the economic climate, competition, public policy, and alleged 
unlawful conduct — on Indian gaming facilities and tribes. 

Our experts have researched and analyzed many facets of Indian gaming. 

 All 28 states in which Indian gaming exists;  
 Existing and proposed gaming facilities;  
 Introduction, development, and operation of gaming facilities;  
 National, state, regional, and local markets;  
 Class II and III gaming;  
 Non-gaming amenities at gaming facilities, including hotels, restaurants, retail, entertainment, 

spas, meeting space, and convention centers; and  
 Impacts on tribal governments and tribal members, competitors, other businesses, non-tribal 

governments, gaming markets, and the economy. 

Our experts have examined a wide array of issues related to Indian gaming: 

 Impacts of planned and existing gaming facilities on tribes and surrounding communities;  
 Gaming facility performance;  
 Public policies, including legislation, regulations, and ballot propositions;  
 Land-in-trust gaming applications, including for off-reservation casinos;  
 Gaming-related agreements, such as compacts, amendments to compacts, and agreements with 

local governments;  
 Revenue sharing;  
 Game performance;  
 Impacts of and to other segments of the gaming industry and associated industries; and 
 Damages resulting from alleged unlawful conduct, including breach of contract, breach of 

fiduciary duty, breach of good faith and fair dealing, anticompetitive conduct, unfair 
competition, and tortious interference with current and prospective business.  

Of particular note is our consultants’ previous experience conducting independent economic analysis of 
proposed regulatory changes on behalf of the National Indian Gaming Commission. 

In addition to consulting, our experts regularly conduct independent scholarly research and analysis of 
Indian gaming, publishing articles and studies, and presenting at academic, professional, and industry 
conferences.  Most notable is the annual Indian Gaming Industry Report, a nationally recognized 
report that provides nationwide and state-by-state Indian gaming data and analyses.  The report is 
widely cited, including by the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Our consulting and scholarly gaming research and analyses have been used in matters before the: 

 U.S. Supreme Court; 
 National Indian Gaming Commission; 
 U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs; and 
 World Trade Organization. 
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At the gaming facility level, approximately 49 percent of 
Indian gaming facilities experienced growth in gaming 
revenue in 2010, while 51 percent experienced declines.  
In the extremes, about 5 percent grew 50 percent or more, 
while nearly 13 percent declined 10 percent or more. 

Gaming revenue also continued to be highly concentrated 
among a small percentage of Indian gaming facilities.  In 
2010, the top 5 percent of all Indian gaming facilities, 
which each generated $250 million or more, accounted for 
approximately 38 percent of total gaming revenue at all 
Indian gaming facilities.  And while the top 30 percent of 
gaming facilities, which each generated $50 million or 
more, accounted for about 85 percent of nationwide 
gaming revenue, the bottom 35 percent of gaming 
facilities, which each generated $10 million or less, 
accounted for only 2 percent of nationwide gaming 
revenue. 

With its success, Indian gaming has had a transformational 
impact on many Native American tribes.  It has enabled 
gaming tribes to: 

 Fund government operations; 

 Support a variety of social and economic programs 
and services, such as health care, housing, utilities, 
safety, transportation, education, vocational training, 
elderly care, and environmental and natural resource 
services; 

 Fund economic development efforts; and 

 Finance the development of other tribal enterprises. 

In addition to having a positive impact on Native 
American tribes, as well as on the gaming industry, Indian 
gaming continues to make significant contributions to the 
U.S. economy.  Indian gaming facilities, including their 
non-gaming operations, directly generated approximately 
$28.6 billion in output and supported about 306,000 jobs 
and $12.6 billion in wages in calendar year 2010.  Indian 
gaming also led to output, jobs, and wages outside of 
Indian gaming facilities and tribal reservations.  
Furthermore, all of this economic activity led to tax 
revenue and other direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments, and assistance to charitable 
organizations.  In 2010, it is estimated that Indian gaming 
directly and indirectly led to approximately: 

 $86.0 billion in output; 

 706,000 jobs; 

 $29.2 billion in wages; 

 $12.4 billion in federal, state, and local tax revenue; 
and 

 $1.5 billion in direct payments to federal, state, and 
local governments. 

In light of Indian gaming’s turnaround in 2010 and 
anecdotal evidence from 2011, the short-term to mid-term 
future outlook for Indian gaming looks promising.  Even 
with only a slow recovery, 2010 was certainly something 
positive to build on.  The economy will improve over 
time, bringing back consumer confidence, disposable 
income, spending on casino gambling, and financing for 
future casino developments – however, maybe not all to 
their pre-recession levels.  There is likely to be more 
caution in moving forward with and investing in future 
developments. 

As in 2010, varying circumstances will exist.  And thus 
performance will likely vary widely across Indian gaming 
facilities, tribes, and states. 

There are several potential sources of future Indian 
gaming growth once the economy recovers: 

1) States where tribes were previously restricted in terms 
of gaming supply but are now able to expand; 

2) Conversions from Class II to Class III gaming; 

3) Continued success with Class II gaming, as long as 
regulations do not become significantly more 
restrictive; 

4) Growth in smaller, less mature Indian gaming states; 

5) Growth in states that have limited competition 
and/or unmet demand; and 

6) The abundance of new gaming facilities under 
construction, existing facilities being expanded, and 
new casinos being proposed and planned. 

While the mid-term outlook for Indian gaming is positive, 
the long-term outlook for Indian gaming is uncertain.  
Any number of things could negatively impact Indian 
gaming.  These potential threats include both non-market 
and market factors.  Potential non-market factors include 
legal challenges, legislation, and regulations that restrict 
Indian gaming and limit its expansion. 

Potential market factors include: 

 The maturation of gaming markets; and 

 Increasing competition.
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Nathan Associates provides a variety of services to the gaming industry, including: 

 Market assessments;  
 Feasibility studies;  
 Gaming facility performance assessments;  
 Analysis of market entry and competition;  
 Public policy analysis;  
 Economic and fiscal impact studies to quantify the effects of existing and planned gaming 

facilities on competitors, surrounding communities, and the economy;  
 Evaluations of game performance;  
 Skill vs. chance game assessments;  
 Survey design, implementation, and data analysis;  
 Expert research and analysis in litigation matters, including cases involving claims of alleged 

breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of good faith and fair dealing, 
anticompetitive conduct, unfair competition, and tortious interference with current and 
prospective business; and  

 Analysis of competition, market power, and harm to competition in antitrust litigation matters. 

Our experts have conducted research and analysis of all segments of the gaming industry: 

 Indian gaming;  
 Commercial casinos;  
 Racetrack casinos;  
 Lotteries;  
 Pari-mutuel wagering;  
 Charitable gaming;  
 Card rooms;  
 Convenience gambling; and  
 Internet gaming. 

We have studied the gaming industry at national, state, regional, and local levels and in all 48 states in 
which it exists.  We have analyzed the introduction of planned gaming facilities, as well as the 
development and operation of existing gaming facilities.  This includes the integration and development 
of non-gaming amenities at gaming facilities.  Our experience and expertise transcend the U.S. gaming 
market, as we also research and analyze international gaming. 

In addition to consulting, our experts regularly conduct independent scholarly research and analysis of 
the gaming industry, publishing articles and studies, and presenting at academic, professional, and 
industry conferences.  Our consulting and scholarly research and analyses have been relied on by the 
gaming industry, tribal and non-tribal governments, the investment community, academics, and other 
gaming consultants. 

Our experts’ work is regularly cited in trade publications such as Casino Journal, Global Gaming Business, 
Casino Enterprise Management, and Indian Gaming; law and economics publications including Gaming Law 
Review and Economics, Gaming Research & Review Journal, and American Gaming Lawyer; and general media 
including The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post, Financial 
Times, The Economist, Bloomberg, Reuters, National Public Radio, Indian Country Today, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 
CNN, MSNBC, CNBC, Fox News, ABC News, and Forbes. 
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Indian Gaming 
Nathan Associates conducts research and analysis to assess the economic and fiscal impacts of Indian 
gaming on tribes, competitors, surrounding communities, and the economy.  We also evaluate the 
impacts of outside forces — such as the economic climate, competition, public policy, and alleged 
unlawful conduct — on Indian gaming facilities and tribes. 

Our experts have researched and analyzed many facets of Indian gaming. 

 All 28 states in which Indian gaming exists;  
 Existing and proposed gaming facilities;  
 Introduction, development, and operation of gaming facilities;  
 National, state, regional, and local markets;  
 Class II and III gaming;  
 Non-gaming amenities at gaming facilities, including hotels, restaurants, retail, entertainment, 

spas, meeting space, and convention centers; and  
 Impacts on tribal governments and tribal members, competitors, other businesses, non-tribal 

governments, gaming markets, and the economy. 

Our experts have examined a wide array of issues related to Indian gaming: 

 Impacts of planned and existing gaming facilities on tribes and surrounding communities;  
 Gaming facility performance;  
 Public policies, including legislation, regulations, and ballot propositions;  
 Land-in-trust gaming applications, including for off-reservation casinos;  
 Gaming-related agreements, such as compacts, amendments to compacts, and agreements with 

local governments;  
 Revenue sharing;  
 Game performance;  
 Impacts of and to other segments of the gaming industry and associated industries; and 
 Damages resulting from alleged unlawful conduct, including breach of contract, breach of 

fiduciary duty, breach of good faith and fair dealing, anticompetitive conduct, unfair 
competition, and tortious interference with current and prospective business.  

Of particular note is our consultants’ previous experience conducting independent economic analysis of 
proposed regulatory changes on behalf of the National Indian Gaming Commission. 

In addition to consulting, our experts regularly conduct independent scholarly research and analysis of 
Indian gaming, publishing articles and studies, and presenting at academic, professional, and industry 
conferences.  Most notable is the annual Indian Gaming Industry Report, a nationally recognized 
report that provides nationwide and state-by-state Indian gaming data and analyses.  The report is 
widely cited, including by the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Our consulting and scholarly gaming research and analyses have been used in matters before the: 

 U.S. Supreme Court; 
 National Indian Gaming Commission; 
 U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs; and 
 World Trade Organization. 
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Visit CasinoCityPress.com for the latest product information and to view sample pages.

Casino City’s 
Indian Gaming Industry Report
Covers the United States Indian gaming industry with up-to-date revenue data by 
state, Indian gaming market summaries and trends, and a nationwide economic 
impact analysis.

____________________________________________________
2017 Edition - 254 Pages

  $749.95   Multi-User Online Subscription† and Printed Report
  $724.95   Multi-User Online Subscription† 
  $499.95   Single-User Online Subscription† and Printed Report 
  $474.95   Single-User Online Subscription† Only 
  $399.95   Printed Book Only  ISBN 978-1606271247 

†IndianGamingReport.com subscription information is 
provided on pages 16 and 17. Casino City’s Indian Gaming 
Industry Report CD may be substituted for the online 
subscription.  

Purchase a subscription to IndianCountryGuide.com and gain 
access to detailed profiles of all federally recognized tribes 
accessible through the IndianGamingReport.com online 
application. See page 21 for details.

Growth of Gaming Revenue at 
Indian Gaming Facilities, 2005-2015

Map of Indian Gaming Growth, 2015

The color-coded map above shows Indian gaming revenue growth by 
state.  Similar maps are provided for gaming revenue growth at U.S. 
commercial casino and racino segments.

The chart above shows total gaming revenue growth at Indian gaming 
facilities by year for the ten-year period of 2005-2015.  The Report contains 
more than 50 charts and tables with revenue data, revenue growth, counts 
and more.

State-by-state, 
year-over-year Indian 

gaming revenue!
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Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report provides current, unique, cutting-edge research on Indian gaming 
appropriate for Native American tribes, gaming companies, casino vendors, investors, regulators, federal/
state/local governments, gaming analysts, industry consultants, attorneys, lobbyists, public and government 
affairs consultants, academics and any individuals interested in the state of Indian gaming. 

The Report provides nationwide and state statistics (the latter not available anywhere else) for calendar year 
2015, the most current data available. Market summaries and performance metrics are provided by state. 

Indian Gaming Revenue and State Comparisons
Market summaries for each state include year-over-year comparisons for gaming and non-gaming related 
revenue, plus number of gaming tribes, facilities, gaming machines and tables. 

Indian Gaming Performance Analysis and Trends
The Report provides comparisons across states and classes of gaming, state-by-state historical perspective 
and trends, an examination of the reasons for Indian gaming performance, comparisons to other gaming 
segments, an economic impact analysis measuring Indian gaming’s contribution to the U.S. economy, and a 
qualitative future outlook.

Indian Gaming Facility and Tribe Directory
The Report includes a directory of the 494 Indian gaming facilities that operated in the United States in 2015 
along with a cross-reference listing of 242 gaming tribes and the facilities they own.

Highlights

 > Size of the segment: number of gaming tribes, gaming facilities, gaming machines and table games; 
gaming and non-gaming revenue

 > Performance metrics: growth; measures of concentration; contributions of states to nationwide 
performance

 > Historical and trend analyses

 > State-by-state market summaries

 > Comparisons of Class II to Class III gaming

 > Comparisons to other segments of the gaming industry: commercial casinos, racinos and card rooms

 > Contribution of Indian gaming to the U.S. economy: sales, jobs, wages, taxes and revenue-sharing 
payments to non-tribal governments

 > Future outlook for Indian gaming, including potential growth and challenges

“I have always had deep appreciation for Alan’s Indian Gaming Study. It provides me as a Tribal 
leader the kind of information that helps me understand the current conditions of the Indian gaming 
industry, including trends and how our gaming operation is fairing relative to what is going on across 
Indian Country.”

- W. Ron Allen
Tribal Chairman/CEO

Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe
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Visit CasinoCityPress.com for the latest product information and to view sample pages.

U.S. Indian Gaming Overview

California Indian Gaming

Casino City’s 
IndianGamingReport.com 
Provides the most comprehensive and up-to-date information available anywhere on the 
Indian gaming industry with interactive Indian gaming property and tribal ownership data 
for the U.S. with current and historical gaming statistics and revenue, customizable market 
analysis tools and geographic property maps.

Indian Gaming Revenue 
Interactive revenue charts and tables are provided for each state showing 
year-over-year comparisons for gaming and non-gaming related revenue, 
plus number of gaming tribes, facilities, gaming machines and tables. 

Indian gaming 
revenue, interactive 

analysis tools, property 
and tribe directories, 

contacts and more!

The homepage is shown directly above with an overview of U.S. Indian 
gaming. Each Indian gaming state is listed with the associated counts of 
gaming tribes, gaming properties, gaming machines, table games and 
more.

Clicking on a state takes you to the Indian gaming overview for that state.
California Indian gaming is shown above right with chart options for state 
Indian gaming revenue, revenue growth, non-gaming revenue and more. 
Also included is a list of the Indian gaming properties located in California 
and their associated tribe, number of gaming machines, table games, 
hotel rooms and more.

Clicking a property name from the state overview displays the property 
profile, as shown at right for Agua Caliente Casino Resort Spa.

Indian Gaming Property Profile
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Indian Gaming State Data 
IndianGamingReport.com includes an interactive directory of every U.S. state with Indian gaming, providing 
lists of properties open, planned and under construction; property statistics; tribal owner lists; links to tribal 
profiles; and address and general contact information for Indian gaming properties, tribal owners and tribal 
gaming commissions. 

Indian Gaming Market Analyzer
Use the analyzer tool for custom gaming property marketplace analysis by geographic area. Specify a gaming 
property and the distance around the property comprising the geographic area you’d like to examine. Results 
show the total number of properties, gaming machines, table games, poker tables and hotel rooms for that 
area, along with the selected property’s % share.  You can then click to view the detailed data for each property.

Indian Gaming Historical Data
View historical Indian gaming revenue data back to calendar year 2001 by state, along with revenue growth, 
non-gaming revenue, number of tribes, number of Indian gaming facilities, number of gaming machines and 
table games at Indian gaming facilities, and revenue sharing payments made by tribes.

Printed Report in Searchable Electronic Format
View the current print edition of Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report in electronic format with full text 
searching capabilities. 

Indian Gaming Property Maps 
Access interactive maps displaying the locations of all Indian gaming properties in the United States. You 
can zoom in on the maps to see close-up satellite images of properties and click on a property icon to view 
property data. 

The map to the left above shows Indian gaming properties in the state of 
California identified with red pins. This map may be viewed by clicking a link from 
the California Indian gaming overview. Clicking a red pin displays the property 
name and address and a link to the full property profile as shown at left and on 
the opposite page.  Close-up satellite images of properties are also displayed by 
clicking a link from the property profile page.

The map to the right above shows all gaming properties owned by the Choctaw 
Nation of Oklahoma. Profiles are provided for each tribe with address, main contact 
information, lists of properties owned and a link to a map of the tribe’s properties.

California Indian Gaming Property Map

Gaming Property Close-Up Satellite Image

Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma Gaming Properties
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Third Edition - 886 Pages

$649.95 Multi-User Online Subscription and Printed Book
$549.95 Multi-User Online Subscription 
$424.95 Online Subscription and Printed Book 
$324.95 Online Subscription Only
$324.95 Printed Book Only  ISBN 978-1885931061

“For anyone who wants to understand the state of Indian 
Country, Tiller’s Guide is simply invaluable. Its unmatched 
factual detail is organized and presented brilliantly, allowing 
the reader to focus immediately on any individual Native 
Nation.”

–  Joseph P. Kalt, Co-Director, The Harvard Project on 
American Indian Economic Development, 

Harvard University

“Tiller’s Guide continues to provide rich and valuable 
information of histories and profile data of the tribes across 
the nation, including their current economic growth and 
diversification, land status, government, infrastructure and 
tourism. Dr. Tiller has methodically and patiently gathered 
together this information into a single, thorough guide.  
That’s what makes Tiller’s Guide indispensable.”   

– W. Ron Allen, Chairman/CEO, 
Jamestown S’Klallam of Washington State

Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country
Features comprehensive profiles of 567 
recognized tribes in 34 states, including 252 
tribes that operate 512 gaming facilities. 

Compiled by Dr. Veronica E. Velarde Tiller, noted historian 
and member of the Jicarilla Apache Nation, the all-new 
third edition of Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country is a unique 
resource with nearly 900 pages of the most complete 
profiles ever published on the 567 recognized tribes in 
the United States.

Ten years in the making, the latest edition of Tiller’s 
Guide profiles tribes from Maine to San Diego County, 
from Alaska to the Everglades. Each profile includes 
brief accounts of the history and culture of each tribe, 
with detailed information regarding their economies, 
infrastructure, resources, enterprises, labor forces, 
populations, size and characteristics of their reservations. 
Dr. Tiller and her team have visited many of the 
reservations personally for firsthand confirmation of the 
tribal profiles.

“Revenues from gaming operations continue to provide the 
basis of expansion, diversification and growth of many tribal 
economies ... The Indian economic renaissance is a powerful 
success story of the resilience of the human spirit and the 
promise of America itself.”

-Dr. Veronica Tiller

Detailed profiles of 249 gaming tribes are provided 
in the guide along with profiles of all other federally 
recognized tribes in the United States. The 500 gaming 
facilities they operate generate revenues to improve 
tribal infrastructure, expand human services, and support 
improvements to local non-Indian communities. 

Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country is a must-have reference for 
anyone interested in doing business with tribal nations or 
for economic researchers and gaming industry analysts.

Profiles of every 
federally recognized 

Native American 
tribe in the U.S.!
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IndianCountryGuide.com
Provides searchable, electronic access to 
profiles of all tribes included in Tiller’s Guide 
to Indian Country.

The Tiller’s Guide online version available through 
IndianCountryGuide.com provides a searchable 
electronic version of the printed guide, plus exclusive 
bonus content at no additional charge! 

Bonus content you will receive:

 > The complete contents of the first and second 
editions of the guide in addition to the current 
edition, giving you broader coverage and more than 
20 years of research

 > A directory of Indian gaming properties by state with 
links to property details and tribal information

Electronic access 
to detailed profiles of 

Native American tribes!
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Casino City’s
Indian Gaming Executive Contact Data
Features 8,000 contacts for Indian gaming 
properties, tribal property owners and tribal 
gaming commissions. 

Access Indian gaming property, property owner and tribal gaming 
commission executive contact information through our continually 
updated online interface.  

The gaming industry is constantly changing. Our dedicated research team 
makes more than 500 updates every month to the gaming property and 
contact information in our database.  We stay on top of these industry 
changes so you don’t have to. 

Contact data includes names, titles, departments and links to LinkedIn 
profiles where available.

____________________________________________________
Indian Gaming Contact Data 

$599.95   Multi-User Online Subscription  
$399.95   Online Subscription

Package Special:  See page at right for our Complete Indian 
Gaming Packages combining the Indian gaming contact data 
with online and print options for Casino City’s Indian Gaming 
Industry Report and Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country!

8,000 Indian 
gaming contacts for 

tribes, properties 
and commissions!

Indian Gaming
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Complete Indian Gaming Packages Package
  Savings

Shipping
Units†

Package 
Price

Multi-User Online Subscription & Printed Book Package

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report - Book and Multi-User Online Subscription 

 > Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country - Book and Multi-User Online Subscription

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Executive Contact Data - Multi-User Online Subscription

$500 2 $1,499.95

Online Subscription & Printed Book Package

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report - Book and Online Subscription 

 > Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country - Book and Online Subscription

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Executive Contact Data - Online Subscription

$325 2 $999.95

Online Subscription-Only  Package

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report - Online Subscription 

 > Tiller’s Guide to Indian Country - Online Subscription

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Executive Contact Data - Online Subscription

$325 0 $874.95

†Shipping costs are $12.50 per shipping unit for shipments within the United States, $30.00  per shipping unit for shipments to Canada and 
$50.00 per shipping unit for all other destinations.

Complete Indian Gaming Packages
The Professional’s Complete Guide to the Indian Gaming Industry

Save up to $450
with Complete Indian 

Gaming Packages!

Casino City Press  w  Your guide to the gaming industry!
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North American Gaming

Casino City’s 
North American Gaming Almanac
Provides comprehensive financial coverage of the North American gaming market with 
gaming revenue data for each U.S. state and Canadian province, plus property profiles and 
statistics.

____________________________________________________
2016-2017 Edition - 692 Pages

$1,799.95   Multi-User Online Subscription† and Printed Book
$1,749.95   Multi-User Online Subscription† Only
$1,199.95   Single-User Online Subscription† and Printed Book 
$1,149.95   Single-User Online Subscription† Only 
   $999.95    Printed Book Only   ISBN 978-1606271148 

†NorthAmericanGamingAlmanac.com subscription information 
is provided on pages 20 and 21. The price shown does not 
include optional, separately purchased Indian gaming revenue 
data available to IndianGamingReport.com subscribers (pages 
12 and 13) or current and recent revenue data available to 
Gaming Revenue Monthly subscribers (page 23).  See page 23 
for product packages that include this optional information.  
Casino City’s North American Gaming Almanac CD may be 
substituted for the online subscription.

The color-coded map above shows commercial casino revenue growth by 
state.  Maps of the U.S. and Canada are provided for each gaming activity 
showing annual gaming growth or decline by state and province.

United States 
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Casino and Card Room Gaming 

Casino gaming in the United States is extensive, and in the last few 
years more and more states have embraced commercial casino 
development. The bulk of the revenue comes from large land-
based and riverboat casinos that offer both slots and table games. 
Racinos, which can offer either traditional slots or video lottery 
terminals, depending on the jurisdiction, are active in several states 
as well. 
Smaller casinos with bingo, electronic bingo and limited table 
games provide the balance of casino revenue. 

Card room gaming is very popular in some states, with California, 
Washington and Florida having a significant number of operations. 

A number of states allow gaming machine outlets or slot parlors, 
which consist of either freestanding machines or machines located 
at bars, restaurants and other establishments. 

Casino excursion cruises operate in a number of states, including 
some that do not otherwise allow casino gaming. The cruises 
mostly operate smaller vessels that sail into international waters 
where they may conduct gaming sessions lasting several hours. 
This type of gaming is not regulated by federal or state 
governments because it occurs in international waters, defined as 
three miles or more from the U.S. shoreline. 

 Annual Casino and Card Room Gaming 
Revenue
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Casino and Card Room Gaming Revenue 
Revenue in Millions 
2011 2012 2013 2014 

Revenue in USD 38,156.21 40,754.92 41,698.78 41,718.92 
Revenue Change 0.55% 6.81% 2.32% 0.05% 
Inflation Adjusted 40,127.53 41,989.14 42,335.96 41,678.76 
Inflation Adj. Change -2.52% 4.64% 0.83% -1.55% 

Comprehensive 
gaming revenue and 
property data for the 

U.S. and Canada!

U.S. Casino and Card Room Gaming Revenue

The chart above shows year-over-year actual gaming revenue data 
for U.S. commercial casinos and card rooms. Nearly 1,000 charts and 
tables of actual and inflation-adjusted revenue by gaming activity are 
provided for North America, the U.S. and Canada, and for each state 
and province. 
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 Map of 2014 Change in Commercial Casino Gaming Revenue
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2014 Total Gaming Revenue1 in Billions 

1 Total gaming revenue includes the commercial casino, lottery, and race and sports wagering revenue reported in this 
almanac plus the Indian gaming revenue reported in Casino City's Indian Gaming Industry Report by Dr. Alan Meister 
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Casino City’s North American Gaming Almanac covers casino and card room gaming, lotteries, race wagering 
and sports betting in each U.S. state and Canadian province. 

The Almanac will help you develop benchmarks, analyze competitors, monitor industry trends and gather 
market data to support your business plan.

North American Gaming Revenue
Actual and inflation-adjusted current and historical revenue figures are provided for each type of gaming in 
each geographic market.  Annualized actual and inflation-adjusted gaming revenue and percentage change is 
provided for casinos and card rooms, race and sports wagering, lotteries and online gaming for each state and 
province in addition to country and overall totals for 2010-2014.  Monthly current and historical revenue figures 
by gaming activity are provided back to 1999 when available.

North American Gaming Summaries and Statistics
Jurisdiction summaries are provided for each U.S. state and Canadian province covering the state of the 
gaming industry in the jurisdiction, including legal developments and trends, for each gaming activity. 
Counts and distributions are provided for gaming properties, gaming machines and table games by region 
and by country, state and province, along with property rankings by number of gaming positions, gaming 
machines, hotel rooms, table games and poker tables. Property cross-reference lists are also provided for 
casinos, casino hotels, Class II and Class III tribal gaming facilities, riverboat casinos, casino cruises and cruise 
ships, racinos, horse tracks, dog tracks, card rooms, poker rooms, bingo halls, racebooks and sportsbooks.

North American Gaming Property and Owner Data
The Almanac provides background information covering nearly 500 North American gaming property owners 
and identifies over 400 gaming regulatory agencies by jurisdiction.  More than 2,100 detailed gaming property 
profiles are provided for casinos and card rooms, racinos, horse tracks, dog tracks, jai-alai frontons and casino 
cruises. 

North America 

9 

North America 

The North American region comprises Canada, the United 
States and Mexico. The gaming and wagering activity in the 
region consists of casino gaming (commercial, tribal and 
charitable), gaming machine outlets, lotteries, commercial 
bingo, pari-mutuel track and sports betting, and charitable 
gambling. In addition to land-based gaming, both the United 
States and Canada allow regulated online gaming. The 
activity is licensed and regulated at the state and provincial 
levels and, with some exceptions, prevents players from 
placing wagers across state or provincial lines. In Mexico, 
casino gaming exists in a gray area, though various efforts 
have been made in recent years to clarify the situation. 

2014 Revenue 

Revenue by Gaming Activity

Revenue in Millions USD 
2011 2012 2013 2014 

Casino/Card Rooms 48,145.83 50,415.40 50,907.26 50,473.11 
Lotteries 25,981.21 27,120.90 27,580.98 27,577.08 
Online Gaming 0.00 0.00 7.64 124.97 
Race/Sports 2,831.28 2,816.03 2,804.00 2,801.65 
Tribal Gaming 27,869.04 28,397.68 28,577.29 29,076.27 
Total 104,827.36 108,750.00 109,877.17 110,053.07 
Revenue Change From Prior Year

2011 2012 2013 2014 
Casino/Card Rooms 1.18% 4.71% 0.98% -0.85% 
Lotteries 4.54% 4.39% 1.70% -0.01% 
Online Gaming 1535.69% 
Race/Sports -7.58% -0.54% -0.43% -0.08% 
Tribal Gaming 3.32% 1.90% 0.63% 1.75% 
All Gaming Activities 2.30% 3.74% 1.04% 0.16% 
Inflation-Adjusted Revenue

Revenue in Millions 2015 USD 
2011 2012 2013 2014 

Casino/Card Rooms 50,671.09 52,032.81 51,821.22 50,525.75 
Lotteries 27,330.60 27,973.18 28,055.59 27,591.40 
Online Gaming 0.00 0.00 7.75 124.86 
Race/Sports 2,978.58 2,904.14 2,851.11 2,802.62 
Tribal Gaming 29,307.95 29,258.27 29,019.12 29,054.04 
Total 110,288.22 112,168.41 111,754.80 110,098.68 

Inflation-Adjusted Revenue Change From Prior Year
2011 2012 2013 2014 

Casino/Card Rooms -1.86% 2.69% -0.41% -2.50% 
Lotteries 1.37% 2.35% 0.29% -1.65% 
Online Gaming  1510.26% 
Race/Sports -10.38% -2.50% -1.83% -1.70% 
Tribal Gaming 0.16% -0.17% -0.82% 0.12% 
All Gaming Activities -0.80% 1.70% -0.37% -1.48% 

2014 Total Gaming in Billions USD 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
United States 90.71 94.95 96.56 97.20 
Canada 14.12 13.80 13.31 12.48 
Total 90.71 94.95 96.56 97.57 

2014 Change in Total Gaming Revenue 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
United States 2.01% 4.68% 1.70% 0.66% 
Canada 4.15% -2.26% -3.53% -6.23% 
Total 2.01% 4.68% 1.70% 1.04% 

2014 Per Capita Gaming Revenue 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
United States 291.11 302.47 305.45 304.83 
Canada 409.51 395.69 378.69 351.28 
Total 62.10 272.22 274.88 275.31 
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The chart on the left shows total gaming revenue by U.S. state, ranking 
states in order by their total gaming revenue.  Jurisdiction ranking 
charts based on revenue, revenue change, per capita revenue and 
revenue as a percentage of a jurisdiction’s GDP are provided for each 
gaming activity in both the U.S. and Canada.
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The example above shows monthly actual 
and inflation-adjusted gross gaming 
revenue for New Jersey casinos.  Clicking 
on a month displays the New Jersey Casino 
Control Commission document where the 
actual revenue information was officially 
provided.

Supporting documentation is available for 
every revenue figure.  In some jurisdictions 
that documentation includes a revenue 
breakdown by casino, as shown in this 
example.

Casino City’s 
NorthAmericanGamingAlmanac.com
Provides continually updated gaming revenue, statistics and profile data for the U.S. 
and Canada with current and historical revenue data, device counts and distribution, 
customized analysis tools, maps and annual reports of North American gaming businesses.

New Jersey Casino and 
Card Room Revenue

New Jersey Gaming Activities 2015

Charts and graphs of gaming activities and 
annualized revenue by gaming activity may 
be displayed for all of North America or by 
country, state and province. 

The first example above shows year-over-year 
total gaming revenue by gaming activity for 
the state of New Jersey. The second example 
shows % of revenue generated from each 
gaming activity in New Jersey in 2015.

North American Gaming Revenue
Actual and inflation-adjusted current and historical revenue 
figures are given for casino and card room gaming, race 
and sports wagering, lotteries, and online gaming in each 
geographic market.  

View gaming revenue by region, country, state and province, 
with current and historical revenue figures for each gaming 
type.  Supporting documentation for each revenue figure 
is provided via links to regulatory agency or commission 
reports. 
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Current Operators 2015 2014 % 2015 2014 % 2015 2014 %

Bally's AC          15,433,767$ 17,227,997$ (10.4) -$ -$ n/a 15,433,767$ 17,227,997$ (10.4)

Borgata             55,060,980 49,899,888 10.3 3,960,648 3,602,831 9.9 59,021,628 53,502,719 10.3
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Total: Industry 177,615,601$ 179,754,367$ (1.2) 14,044,300$ 10,736,118$ 30.8 191,659,901$ $190,490,485 0.6

(a) Resorts began Internet operations on 2/21/15 and Resorts Digital was granted a casino license on 8/12/15.
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THE ATLANTIC CITY CASINO INDUSTRY
MONTHLY WIN COMPARISON

FOR THE MONTH ENDED DECEMBER 2015 VERSUS 2014

CASINO WIN INTERNET GAMING WIN TOTAL GAMING WIN

Period USD USD 2015
Dec 2015  $177,615,601  $177,615,601 

Nov 2015  $191,113,734  $190,461,054 

Oct 2015  $191,596,942  $190,538,996 

Sep 2015  $218,099,402  $216,798,046 

Aug 2015  $246,363,661  $244,511,853 

Jul 2015  $244,971,188  $242,785,677 

Jun 2015  $204,866,331  $203,051,965 

May 2015  $208,605,859  $207,483,407 

Apr 2015  $186,266,693  $186,208,349 

Mar 2015  $190,713,278  $191,041,691 

^

^
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North American Gaming Market Analyzer Tool
Use the market analyzer tool for custom gaming 
property marketplace analysis by  geographic area and 
by type of gaming facility. Specify a gaming property 
and the distance around the property comprising 
the area you’d like to examine. Results show the total 
number of properties, gaming machines, table games, 
poker tables, hotel rooms, restaurants, entertainment 
venues and more for that area, along with the selected 
property’s % share. You can view the detailed data 
for each property matching your geographic filtering 
criteria. (See examples at right.)

North American Gaming Property, Owner and 
Regulatory Agency Data
An interactive directory of every gaming jurisdiction in 
the U.S., Canada and Mexico is provided showing lists 
of properties open, planned and under construction; 
property statistics; and address and general contact 
information for gaming properties, property owners, 
and regulatory agencies and commissions.  Profiles    
are provided for more than 2,400 gaming properties, 
500 property owners, and every gaming regulatory 
agency and commission in North America. (See a 
sample property profile for the Borgata Hotel Casino 
and Spa on the lower right.)

North American Gaming Property Maps 
Access interactive maps displaying the locations of 
every gaming property in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. 
You can zoom in on the maps to see close-up satellite 
images of properties and click on a property icon to 
view property data. (See page 13 for a sample map.)

Annual Reports for North American Gaming 
Businesses
Provides more than 1,400 annual reports of gaming 
corporations doing business in North America.

Printed Almanac in Searchable Electronic Format
View all current and prior annual print editions of 
Casino City’s North American Gaming Almanac in 
electronic format with full text searching capabilities. 

Try it for FREE!  Visit
NorthAmericanGamingAlmanac.com!

Clicking “View Details” within the Market Analyzer displays a list of  
properties in the geographic area you’ve defined and the associated  
property data.  

The Gaming Market Analyzer tool allows you to view counts 
of properties, gaming machines, tables and more based on a 
geographic area you define, and to see a particular property’s % 
share.

From the property list, clicking on a property or owner name 
displays individual organization profiles like the one shown above 
for the Borgata Hotel Casino and Spa in Atlantic City.

North American Gaming Market Analyzer
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____________________________________________________
2016 Edition - 800 Pages

$1,799.95   Multi-User Online Subscription† and Printed Book
$1,749.95   Multi-User Online Subscription† Only
$1,199.95   Single-User Online Subscription† and Printed Book 
$1,149.95   Single-User Online Subscription† Only 
   $999.95    Printed Book Only  ISBN 978-1606271094 

† The price shown does not include optional, separately 
purchased North American gaming data available to 
NorthAmericanGamingAlmanac.com subscribers (pages 20 
and 21).  See the opposite page for product packages that 
include this optional information.  Casino City’s Global Gaming 
Almanac CD may be substituted for the online subscription.

Casino City’s GlobalGamingAlmanac.com Features:

 > Global gaming interactive directory with coverage of 
the gaming industries in 200+ jurisictions around the 
world with overviews and statistical data for all gaming 
properties outside the U.S. and Canada, plus profiles of 
properties, owners and regulatory agencies. A gaming 
market analyzer tool is provided for custom gaming 
property marketplace analysis by geographic area and by 
type of gaming facility.

 > Interactive global gaming property maps displaying the 
locations of every gaming property outside the U.S. and 
Canada.

 > More than 1,400 annual reports covering world gaming 
businesses that publish their financial results.

 > Online access to the current Almanac and prior nine 
editions of the Almanac in searchable electronic format

Casino City’s 
Global Gaming Almanac
Covers international gaming jurisdictions 
with market summaries, financial data, 
statistics and profiles of properties, 
owners and regulators.

From a synopsis of each jurisdiction’s gaming activities to details 
on the participating properties and property owners, the Global 
Gaming Almanac provides a complete and well-organized 
overview of the gambling market in every country outside the U.S. 
and Canada. The Almanac describes each segment of the gaming 
industry including casino and card room gaming,  race wagering,  
sports betting, commercial bingo,  lotteries,  charitable gaming and 
online gaming. Annual financial statistics are provided in charts and 
tables along with the historic and current regulatory environment in 
each jurisdiction, including an overview of pending legislation and 
major trends.  Counts and distribution of gaming properties, devices 
and tables are given along with profiles of properties, owners and 
regulatory agencies.

The Almanac will help you gather international market data to 
support your business plan, analyze local and foreign competitors, 
and monitor global trends.

Almanac Features:

 > Coverage of more than 200 international gaming jurisdictions

 > 2010 - 2014 gaming revenue data by type of gaming per 
country (where available)

 > Gaming revenue growth rates by type of gaming per country 
(where available)

 > Annual taxes collected by country from gaming activities 
(where available)

 > Gaming property counts, device and table counts/distribution

 > More than 4,600 international property profiles

Global Gaming

Visit CasinoCityPress.com for the latest product information and to view sample pages.

Casino City Press  w  Your guide to the gaming industry!

Detailed data 
for 200+ gaming 

jurisdictions around 
the world!
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Gaming Analyst Packages Package
  Savings

Shipping
Units†

Package 
Price

Gaming Analyst Package 

 > Casino City’s Global Gaming Almanac - Online Subscription and Printed Book

 > Casino City’s North American Gaming Almanac - Online Subscription and Printed Book

 > Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report - Online Subscription and Printed Report  

 > Casino City’s Gaming Revenue Monthlies - 2017 Monthly Revenue Data 

$1,000 3 $2,499.95

Complete Gaming Analyst Package with Multi-User Online Subscription†† $1,500 3 $3,749.95

†Shipping costs are $12.50 per shipping unit for shipments within the United States, $30.00  per shipping unit for shipments to Canada and 
$50.00 per shipping unit for all other destinations.
††Provides Online Subscription access for up to five concurrent users. 

Complete Gaming Analyst Package
The Analyst’s Complete Guide to Gaming Industry

Casino City’s Gaming Revenue Monthlies
Monthly commercial casino and racino revenue report

Casino City’s Gaming Revenue Monthlies are monthly reports of U.S. commercial casino 
and racino gaming revenue by state to facilitate your analysis. The data is provided on 
a monthly basis from 2006 (for most states) to the most recent month for which data is 
available in the current year. If new data becomes available for months already reported, 
we add amendments and highlight any changes to prior months.

Also included is full access to current year financial reports and data for 
NorthAmericanGamingAlmanac.com subscribers.

$599.95   Annual Subscription
$899.95   Multi-User Annual Subscription† 

†Provides monthly gaming revenue data 
for up to five (5) concurrent users.

Save up to $1,500 on 
our  Gaming Almanac 

Publications!
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2 Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report    2012 Edition 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the wake of the Great Recession, Indian gaming, like 
much of the U.S. economy, showed signs of recovery in 
2010.  With gross domestic product (GDP) and personal 
disposable income on the rise and employment decreasing 
at a slower rate both nationwide and in every state, Indian 
gaming was able to turn things around in calendar year 
2010 after coming off of its first-ever decline in calendar 
year 2009 (-1 percent) and four straight years of slower 
growth (i.e., lower growth rates).  On a nationwide basis, 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities increased a little 
over 1 percent.  This compared to improved, but inferior 
performance by the commercial casinos segment, which 
declined 0.1 percent, and the card room segment, which 
declined about 2 percent.  However, the racino segment 
continued to outperform Indian gaming with growth of 
approximately 5 percent. 

Amidst its relative performance, Indian gaming continued 
to be a significant segment of the gaming industry.  In 
2010, Indian gaming generated approximately 44 percent 
of all U.S. casino gaming revenue (i.e., gaming revenue 
generated at Indian gaming facilities, commercial casinos, 
and racinos).  This was only a slightly smaller share than 
the commercial casinos segment, which led the way with 
approximately 45 percent of casino gaming revenue.  
However, Indian gaming continued to gain ground and is 
poised to overtake the commercial casino segment in the 
near future. 

Despite the turnaround in its performance in 2010, Indian 
gaming’s relatively slow growth was still a part of the larger 
overall slowdown in the growth of Indian gaming starting 
in 2005.  Furthermore, the 2010 growth rate was 
significantly below its pre-recession growth rates – 
approximately 15 percent from 2002 through 2005, 10 
percent in 2006, and 4 percent in 2007 (although the 2007 
growth rate may have been negatively impacted in part by 
the beginning of the recession).  Lower consumer 
confidence and higher unemployment relative to their pre-
recession levels continued to result in decreased spending 
at gaming facilities.  Meanwhile, restricted lending and 
more costly financing resulted in fewer casino 
developments (e.g., introductions of new facilities, and 
major expansions and renovations of existing facilities) as 
compared to previous years. 

While the slower growth in 2008, 2009, and 2010 can be 
attributed in large part to the general slowdown in the U.S. 
economy, it cannot explain the slowdown in Indian 
gaming preceding the beginning of the recession at the 
end of 2007.  In part, this pre-recession slowdown was the 

result of public policies that restricted the supply of Indian 
gaming.  These public policies have included proposed 
and enacted legislation and regulations, as well as judicial 
decisions and tribal-state gaming compacts. 

While Indian gaming grew slightly on a nationwide basis 
in 2010, the performance of Indian gaming varied widely 
across states and gaming facilities.  At the state level, 
gaming revenue growth varied from +61 percent in 
Alabama to -7 percent in North Carolina, with a strong 
majority of the states (19 of 28) experiencing growth over 
2009.  The fastest growing states after Alabama were 
Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, Washington, Michigan, 
Mississippi, and New York.  Florida and Oklahoma also 
experienced growth in 2010 (approximately 1 percent and 
4 percent, respectively), but much less than in previous 
years.  The fastest declining states after North Carolina 
were Idaho, Iowa, Connecticut, and California. 

Indian gaming continues to be very fragmented.  The 
$26.7 billion in gaming revenue and $3.2 billion in non-
gaming revenue in 2010 were generated by 239 Native 
American tribes operating 448 gaming facilities in 28 
states.  However, gaming revenue was highly concentrated 
within certain states.  In 2010, the largest state in terms of 
gaming revenue at Indian gaming facilities continued to be 
California, with $6.8 billion.  It alone accounted for just 
over 25 percent of gaming revenue at Indian gaming 
facilities nationwide.  The top two states, California and 
Oklahoma, generated a combined 38 percent of gaming 
revenue.  Meanwhile, the top five states, which added 
Connecticut, Florida, and Washington to California and 
Oklahoma, accounted for approximately 61 percent of 
gaming revenue.  The level of concentration for the top 
ten states, which added Arizona, Minnesota, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and New York to the top five states, was 86 
percent of gaming revenue. 

The states that made the largest positive contributions to 
nationwide gaming revenue growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states with healthy growth rates (from high 
to low):  Washington, Oklahoma, Michigan, and New 
York.  One relatively smaller state, Alabama, also made a 
significant contribution toward the overall nationwide 
growth of Indian gaming with its strong growth.  The 
states that made the largest negative contributions to 
nationwide Indian gaming growth in 2010 were large 
Indian gaming states that experienced declines (from low 
to high):  California, Connecticut, Wisconsin, and 
Minnesota. 
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Opened in 2002, the AAA 4-Diamond Seneca Niagara Resort & Casino in Niagara Falls, New York (pictured above), is owned and operated by the Seneca Nation of 
Indians.  It offers 3,700 slots, 123 table games, and a 604-room resort featuring seven restaurants, a swimming pool, a spa, nightclub, live entertainment, and nearby, 
the award-winning Seneca Hickory Stick Golf Course.

“I have always had deep appreciation for Alan’s Indian 
Gaming Study. It provides me as a Tribal leader the kind of 
information that helps me understand the current conditions 
of the Indian gaming industry, including trends and how 
our gaming operation is fairing relative to what is going on 
across Indian Country.”

- W. Ron Allen, Tribal Chairman/CEO, Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe 

“Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report is a great 
tool for those of us who work in Indian gaming. Dr. Alan 
Meister has compiled a report that is succinct yet thorough 
in its analysis and information on the state of Indian gaming 
today. I keep the report close at hand and refer to it often.” 

- Knute Knudson, Vice President of Native American Development, IGT

“Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report is a seminal 
work because of its credibility.  Dr. Meister’s high-quality 
research and technical analysis have had a significant impact 
on the industry.”

- Joseph Valandra, Chief of Staff, 

National Indian Gaming Commission (2005-2007)

“Dr. Meister has done it again.  His latest Indian 
Gaming Industry Report zeroes in on the economic and 
sociopolitical reality of Indian gaming today.  Dr. Meister’s 
book should be on the shelf of every Indian gaming analyst 
and advisor in the country.”

- Gabriel S. Galanda, Managing Partner, Galanda Broadman, PLLC, 

An Indian Country Law Firm

“Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report is an 
indispensable tool for those of us who represent Indian 
Tribes that have gaming operations.  It is the best source 
I know of for detailed information on the Indian gaming 
industry. Dr. Meister is to be congratulated for providing 
this truly excellent report.”

- Jerry Straus, Partner, Hobbs, Straus, Dean & Walker LLP

“Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report provides 
key information that is unavailable elsewhere.  As 
misinformation pervades the public discourse on Indian 
gaming, Dr. Meister’s objective economic analysis is a 
‘must have’ resource for lawyers, policymakers, and others 
working in the field.”  

- Kathryn R.L. Rand, Associate Professor of Law, and Steven Andrew 

Light, Associate Professor of Political Science and Public Administration 

University of North Dakota; Co-Directors, Institute for the Study of Tribal 

Gaming Law and Policy Co-authors, Indian Gaming and Tribal Sovereignty: 

The Casino Compromise; and Indian Gaming Law and Policy 

“Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report by Dr. 
Alan Meister remains an important tool for people that 
advise tribal government leaders and those that do business 
with Indian tribes.  His objective, accurate, and concise 
economic analyses of Indian gaming greatly influence 
regulators, government officials, managers, and financiers 
and his report remains one of the few reliable sources of data 
and more importantly, of meaningful analysis.”

- D. Michael McBride III, Partner and Chair, 

Indian Law & Gaming Practice Group Crowe & Dunlevy, P.C. 

“Casino City’s Indian Gaming Industry Report provides a 
bevy of important insights that should be contemplated by 
government officials as they attempt to formulate ‘informed’ 
gambling policy. Dr. Meister should be applauded for 
this superlative research effort and its contribution to the 
literature of gaming studies.”  

- Jeff Dense, Professor, Eastern Oregon University

“Dr. Meister’s report is our go-to source for detailed 
state-by-state information on Indian gaming. The depth of 
information provided is a time saver for our team when 
raising capital for and providing financial advisory services 
to Native American tribes. Also, we are always needing 
details for presentations we give, and the Indian Gaming 
Industry Report is the first place we look.”

- Kristi Jackson, Vice Chair and CEO, TFA Capital Advisors


